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Chapter 8
Hide-and-Seek

MONDAY 23 OCTOBER 1939 dawned bright and cold in Falkland Island's Port Stanley where we
lay at anchor completing repairs and cleaning up after the storm. At 1000 17 guns banged and
boomed, heaving out gushers of white smoke to salute the Governor as he came aboard. Shortly
after his departure our SRE speakers hummed in readiness for leaving port: 'ALL HANDS OUT
OF THE RIG OF THE DAY, OFF THE UPPER DECK. CLOSE ALL SCUTTLES AND WATERTIGHT
DOORS. CABLE PARTY AND SPECIAL SEA DUTY MEN MUSTER AT THE DOUBLE. CLEAR
LOWER DECK FOR LEAVING HARBOUR.'

Hoses blasted foul-smelling black ooze from our mud-covered cable and anchor as they broke
surface; the stench increased when our propellers stirred more of it from the harbour bed, and
soon we were sliding past Port William, losing sight of Port Stanley's small floating dock, its
camouflaged oil-storage tanks, and its quaint pubs and cottages. Now assigned to Commodore
'Flip' Harwood's South American Division, we cruised north at economical speed to rendezvous
with Exeter off Rio de la Plata estuary on Thursday, later to meet other cruisers in the massive
search-pattern looking for Admiral Scheer.

Admiralty's Intelligence Department knew through 'Ultra', and from fragmentary distress
messages, that at least one pocket battleship was operating on the South Atlantic trade routes,
and the disposition of hunting groups had been carried out so that 31 powerful warships closed
the Allied net. Three battleships, two battlecruisers, five aircraft carriers, 14 cruisers, a destroyer
flotilla, and a submarine flotilla, all wearing the White Ensign; two battleships, an aircraft carrier
and five cruisers flying the French tricolour; all were operating under C-in-C South Atlantic's
orders.
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Achilles was ordered from South America's Pacific coast to join Commodore Harwood's Force G
(Cumberland and Exeter (Flag)), but on 9 October C-in-C South Atlantic decided to coordinate
the movements of Force G with those of Force H (Sussex and Shropshire), and Force K (Ark
Royal and Renown); and because of resultant long periods of W/T silence, he proposed that
Commodore Harwood should shift his Flag from Exeter, with its 8" guns, to the 6"-gunned Ajax.
Harwood's two destroyers, Havock and Hotspur, were ordered up to the West Indies Station on
20 October and in this fashion ships were interchanged to meet the situations anticipated.

So we ran north at 17 knots at constant 'cruising stations, exercising monotonous dawn and dusk
action stations with the weather getting warmer through Tuesday and Wednesday.

Navi was expecting to meet Exeter at 0730 well out to sea from Montevideo on Thursday
morning, and sure enough her unmistakable white mastheads and fighting-top appeared right
on time in flat calm conditions as Willy Rudd *rattled bridge signal-lamp shutters acknowledging
the 1931-launched, 8700ton, six 8" gunned, 32-knot cruiser's welcome messages, one of which
mentioned that she hadn't been into a port for 37 days.

* [Later to become Lt Cdr Rudd and a Commanding Officer of HMNZS Irirangi. Jack also
remembers him as an exceptionally good rugby player too.]

Several hours later, our tanks filled from the Fleet Auxiliary 0lwen, we left in a northerly direction
to join Cumberland at sea, while Exeter made off south for a week's rest in the Falklands,
intending to meet Ajax en route to transfer Commodore Harwood and his Flag staff. And now it
was noticed that we carried three stowaways from either Argentine or Uruguay. One of them, an
owl, perched on our main yard eyeing the other two, a couple of sparrows which fluttered about
in consternation before returning to our upper yard at nightfall. Next morning when an early fog
disappeared we looked up to see the owl sitting farther out on the lower yard, gazing down at
some who thought it to be a bad omen. Probably so for the sparrows, as they were nowhere to be
seen; only a few feathers for evidence.

HMS Cumberland in 1945
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All day long our owl maintained an air of complacency while we steamed north, meeting the
10,000-ton County-class cruiser Cumberland with her three smoky funnels and haybarn-looking
hangar at 1800, rattling more shutters and taking station astern to receive a constant barrage of
funnel smuts. Next morning our 'bad omen' took off in the direction of Cumberland, resting on
her mainmast until almost overcome with funnel haze when it flew back, misjudging our speed
and just managing to alight on our after yard, where it caught most of the slipstream from our
funnel. Apparently growing weaker, it flew off starboard for several hundred yards, where an
albatross and a few gulls approached from outer space to launch vicious attacks. We shouted
encouragement as it flipped and flopped while trying to make the ship; it was just short of safety
when the albatross glided down and struck savagely with its long hooked beak, sending the small
wide-eyed creature tumbling broken-winged into our wake.

For the rest of October we ambled along in Cumberland's exhaust fumes, constantly washing
paintwork and decks bespattered by oily soot-marks; listening after Sunday church parade as
Captain Parry enlarged on our probable future movements, telling us that we and Cumberland, as
part of Force G, would be patrolling off Rio de Janeiro, while Ajax and Exeter covered the Plate
area.- 'Exeter,' he said, I arrived at Port Stanley this morning, and one by one each cruiser will go
there for a week's spell in port.'

Day followed day without alteration until 1 November, when coders in our Main W/T howled in
anger at a signal they'd just decoded for Achilles. It was known that Navy Office Wellington had
recommended a three shillings per day rise in seamen 9 nine shillings pay, adjustments up and
down from this status to be calculated accordingly. According to this signal Micky Savage's
Government had authorised ninepence per day! 'The miserable pack of bastards!' Harold
Shortcliffs additional sentence sounded complimentary compared to some of the remarks later
heard throughout our messdecks.

After a short spate of disgusted anger, life settled down to the job in hand, with Cumberland
displaying deplorable gunnery in her throwoff shoot, which might have been safer for Achilles if
she'd tried to hit us. Commander 'Nickabit' Neame made himself less and less popular by
continually extending work hours for little purpose, nicking bits off our leisure time before we
went on watch. Our gunners gave Cumberland a lesson in accurate firing after which she parted
company and we relaxed about our foc's'le in warm south--tropical sunshine, no longer being
bombarded with the big cruiser's unburned fuel, while writing-pads emerged to tell folks at home
about South America's Pacific coast, which had now been crossed off our censor's catalogue.

Two days later we came in sight of Brazil's coast of Espiritu Santos, still investigating ships until
dawn on 10 November, a very foggy dawn in which ships' horns howled and moaned from every
direction as Achilles crept round Cabo Frio to find the fog lifting for our entry into Rio de Janeiro
at 0930.

Rio has always been synonymous with entertainment, charm, and adventure; and during our two-
day stay, most of those who chose to, discovered all three assertions to be true. A tall redhaired
stoker from the South island found much of Rio's square mile of bordelos and casa de tratos to
his liking. others from the ship met an American- British tourist bureau agent who showed them
round Rio's busy aerodrome, bustling waterfront, swarming beaches, and up Sugar Loaf
Mountain by cablecar just in time to appreciate its world-famed vista before misty rain set in.

One LTO hired a taxi late at night, gave the pier number in his best drunken Brazilian and fell
asleep on the back seat. 'Oye Marinero! Hoy es su embarcadero!' as the irate driver eased him
out and drove off into the night. But it wasn't the LTO's place of embarkation at all. He'd been
relieved of his wallet and dumped miles from nowhere with only some fragments of Brazilian
coinage. After wandering aimlessly for hours he came across a tram stop, boarded unsteadily
and managed to make the driver understand his plight. Luckily for him the tram stopped near his
jetty as a new day dawned.

Some of our ship's company lost money in various casinos, other Casanovas danced the evening
away with willing partners, and at the end of our two days there were few who hadn't enjoyed
their leave. Two in particular decided they should go ashore at 2230, made their way along the
out-swung boom and down a ladder into the Blueboat, where the Officer of the Watch (OOW)
heard and saw them trying to get it going. He had an 18" searchlight played on them and fired
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two warning shots. The searchlight helped the two hijackers to find our speedboat's controls, the
warning shots helped them to untie its painter a hell of a lot quicker, and they swept off towards
Rio's skyscrapers in a flurry of foaming bow-waves. Brazilian police found the abandoned motor-
skiff at about 3 am, but Able Seaman Tommy Collins and Ashley Raymond Synnott managed to
elude all search parties until after we'd sailed at 0900 on 12 November.

By noon, Rio and its many attractions were becoming talk-exhausted memories and our day and
night patrols resumed, checking expected shipping listed in daily informations from Admiralty;
maintaining listening watches on 500 kc/s in the D/F Office and Main W/T. We amassed data for
an overall picture of naval activity in our immediate and neighbouring areas as disseminated by
several Admiralty broadcast transmissions to all British warships and establishments in the
North Atlantic - South Atlantic - West Indies - South American Station, and from other not-so-
official sources thought to be appropriate by Chief Tel. Bill Brewer or Peter Trent, Harold
Sheirtcliff, Lofty Patchett, or Adrian Lutman, whichever might be the Leading Tel. on watch.
Matters were less interesting for our seamen branches, who could be heard at times
commiserating with each other heartily about the boredom of endless dummy-loader drill,
abandon-ship drill, fire-drill, damage-control drill, until they wished that something would
happen and, as one ABST put it, 'even if it was only to see a German ship scuttle itself'.

Three days out from Rio in rough weather we closed Massilia, a 15,500-ton French liner en route
from Buenos Aires to Europe with French reservists, and the liner Highland Monarch which
showed us her backside before Captain Parry made her an apology, 'Sorry if we startled you," and
received in reply 'We've got a 6" and a 3" gun and are frightened of no one,' You could almost
hear the dour Scots accent. Later, when she carried out a practice shoot at our fog-buoy, her first
round hit smack on the target and two more fell a little short in quick succession. Had the buoy
been a submarine it would have regretted surfacing. We parted from the strongminded Scot at
dusk, heading back out to our sealanes to protect other shipping while Highland Monarch
melted into the lights of Rio.

Next morning's church parade saw us mustered with gasmasks for routine checking, after which
our Padre made excuses to the Almighty for our behaviour, while we hung our heads in shame.
Then Skip gave his weekly review of his Divvy Officers' reports and passed on information
originally intended for him and his cypher officer: , Commodore Harwood has ordered
Cumberland and Exeter to patrol the Rio de Janeiro and Santos coast area while we go down to
River Plate to refuel before coming up north again.' A few more incidentals and then Captain
Parry relinquished the dais to Nickabit, allowing him to assume command of the quarterdeck,
whence he banished us for'ard grumbling in true matelot fashion about 'the boundless hogwash,
its raging tempests which the Lord sometimes forgot to rule, the King's enemies who were also
becoming unruly, and above all, the endless bloody boredom at sea in addition to local ports
where few spoke English and the only means of communication came by way of Brazilian or
Uruguayan currency'.

The lads were so fed up they were underbreathing doubts about our Skip: 'Here we are at war for
close on three months and we haven't stopped a ship yet. Passing hundreds of the bastards
while other ships are stopping the lot'.

Possibly, but unlikely. Most ships were listed in daily traffic lists, and needed only cursory
identification. And further into this Sunday, news spread around Achilles that Scheer had been
recently in the Indian Ocean. This, in essence, was correct.

Operating under the disguise of Admiral Scheer, Graf Spee followed Admiral Raeder's
recommendations by quitting mid-South Atlantic waters, where Captain Langsdorff had been
sinking British commerce, and going 400 miles South of Cape Agulhas on his way round South
Africa into the Indian Ocean to harass shipping routes to Australia and New Zealand.

On 4 November Langsdorff sat astride the sealane between Cape Town and Perth, but weather
excluded the possibility of boarding, and he altered course back into an area south of
Madagascar, hoping to disrupt trade while being seen as Graf Spee before making off westward
for South America as Admiral Scheer. In the raider's wardroom where he expounded his plans,
his optimistic aura infected all his officers. But their only reconnaissance aircraft developed
problems in its recently fitted spare motor, and on 8 November this limited searching to what
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could be seen from onboard.

Cruising into Laurenco Marques approaches, Graf Spee sighted the 900-ton freighter Holland,
but continuing rough weather still prevented boarding so Langsdorff stayed out of recognition
distance, remaining in sight of Portuguese East Africa's coast until 15 November, when his
lookouts reported a ship possibly a tanker but hard to identify against a mountainous
background. Langsdorff had not made a killing since Trevanion on 22 October, more than three
weeks past and, raising speed, he interposed his pocket battleship between the coast and his
victim, plotted his position at 24' 48'S, 35' 01'E, and boarded to find the small 700-ton tanker
Africa Shell in ballast, having discharged the last of her aeroplane petrol at Quelimane in
Mozambique some 600 miles further north.

Captain Dove vehemently protested that his ship had been sunk within neutral waters, and
demanded that Captain Langsdorff sign a written protest on these grounds as he intended to
produce his claim for damages in an international court after the war. Langsdorff's position
placed Africa Shell seven miles off coast and therefore four miles outside neutral waters, but he
nevertheless signed Captain Dove's document and invited him to his cabin to discuss the loss of
Africa Shell. in the course of their conversation Captain Langsdorff said: 'Here I thought I had a
fine prize of oil which I most needed, and you were empty. I would never have given my position
away for such a small empty ship,' while proffering his guest a generous Scotch.

'From the Clement? Dove queried with a grin. ‘Yes; from the steamship Clement,' with a sharp
look before continuing. 'Believe me, Captain, I don't like sending ships to the bottom. No sailor
does.'

The trend of discussion drifted into Dove's prediction of Graf Spee's chances against the Royal
Navy, as Langsdorff listened graciously whilst languishing in his deep leather club-chair, lighting
another cigar from the butt just removed from his mouth. Inhaling with evident pleasure, he
countered: 'You have only three battlecruisers which can match my guns - Hood, Repulse, and
Renown. And your battleships aren't fast enough to catch me.'

'Plenty of our cruisers are fast enough Maybe, but they are no match for my eleven-inch guns.'
On paper,' quietly, from Dove.

Another stern look, and then a fleeting smile before: 'I have another decided advantage, Captain:
it's very difficult to find me.'

More Scotch mellowed their counter-and -thrust in friendly banter as Langsdorff invited Dove
over to a massive chart table with the charts marked out in squares, describing how he located
his supply ship on given dates; and then, as the tanker captain's interest quickened, 'Don't
memorise too much, my friend, this chart is safe - and so are you, for the duration.' Pointing to
the Xs of his victims he continued: ,So, you see, I have the seven seas at my disposal; from the
North Pole to the South,"

Dove drily remarked that he hoped not: 'I'm not dressed for that.'

Langsdorff clapped him on the shoulder with a friendly grin. 'Our tailor will fix you up with
suitable clothing and I'll order it personally. And oh yes, I almost forgot, Captain Dove, I have an
old friend of yours on my staff You might remember a Captain Sondermann?

The interview was at an end. Langsdorff pressed an ivory bell-push, walked over to his cabin
door as it opened to reveal the Master-at-Arms: 'Ah. Lempke,' (in English, for Dove's benefit)
'escort Captain Dove to his cabin.'

A few days later Lieutenant Sondermann greeted the merchant skipper with whom he had drunk
beer in pre-war times when their ships met. They discussed the occasion they'd gone on safari
together, and then turned to their present situations. Dove learned that Graf Spee carried several
German cargo skippers, specially selected for their familiarity with areas into where the raider
might be ordered, and given lieutenant rank while aboard.

Apart from sinking Africa Shell, Graf Spee's diversion to the Indian ocean succeeded only in
causing severe head-scratching at Admiralty, and the redeployment of British hunting groups
already being driven potty as they intertwined, directed by signal cancelling previous signal. Graf
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Spee's wardroom debated their High Command's policy of using big ships as raiders, where
long-range submarines backed-up by supply U-boats then in existence (under German
terminology 'sea-cows') could probably do more damage.

On 23 November ship's mechanics did a 30,000-mile engine overhaul while the ship took on
Repulse's outline by constructing a dummy B turret out of canvas and oil drum barrels, and the
addition of an after smokestack. This so disguised her that Altmark's captain strove to escape
when next approached by the pocket battleship.

But before that episode, the imitation Repulse steamed deep below Cape Town, veering
westward in foul Roaring- Forties conditions, pitching and rolling in storms never previously
experienced by a crew more used to the placid Baltic Sea. Captain Langsdorff deliberately chose
this route to heighten his chances of evading Allied warships which, his cypher-breaking staff
had informed him, were being ordered south from West Africa.

On 24 November he advised his senior officers that Graf Spee was returning to Germany: 'From
today onwards, contrary to recommended tactics, we will meet enemy warships even at the risk
of losing our ship ... Evasive tactics have for some time displeased me... but, come what may, this
is for me the best directive. It would be a pity to return without a baptism of fire - a cruiser or
some ship not superior to us would be a fine finale to our cruise. Wireless communication has
stopped as a consequence of the sinking of Africa Shell ... The English are taking protective
measures in the Indian Ocean; a bit slow perhaps, but they do things properly. Naturally they
can't know we are back in the Atlantic, and in two days' time we will refuel and store from
'Altmark.'

On 26 November, after Altmark had recovered from her fright, Spee topped her tanks and took
on provisions and stores sufficient to remain at sea until the end of February 1940; she
exercised gunnery and torpedo armaments against the storeship during their three days in
company, re-embarking the captains and senior officers of his several victims, while Captain
Langsdorff confirmed in writing in his War Diary, what he'd already told his officers:

Item (6). Graf Spee needs a dockyard overhaul of her diesels. Her period of commerce raiding is
concluding, and the necessity to avoid action no longer applies. I anticipate being able to close
an enemy at speed and sink or damage opponents (except capital ships) so as to eliminate them
as shadowers ...

Item (9). After a minor machinery overhaul I intend to operate in the general area of the South
Atlantic where I sank Trevanion, until about 6 December and then, dependent on my diesels, to:

(a) Return to Germany
(b) Operate against River Plate traffic.

Meanwhile Altmark shall wait in an area convenient to either eventuality.

And while Graf Spee lunged and staggered in mighty seas well south of Cape Town, Achilles
relaxed along Brazil's coast with our foc's'le looking like Takapuna Beach in midsummer, as men
soaked up ultraviolet rays while shading their eyes with the books they read until cooler weather
brought out singlets and then jumpers. Across Plate Estuary's eastern extremities the weather
changed and we encountered a pampero, a violent summer windstorm common to the Plate,
shortly before our D/F operator once more logged the German freighter Lahn's entering-port
signal to Montevideo Radio. We'd missed her by 70 miles when she entered Talcahuano, midway
up Chile's coast, taunting our radiomen with her loud signal. And now, with Achilles passing east
of Pouen Banks in the centre of Plate Estuary, Lahn's radio message sent us crashing southward
in rising seas, searching in worsening visibility towards Cape San Antonio, the southern
headland. Two hours after hearing the message we sighted Ajax, who had also spent most of the
day in fruitless hide-and-seek, only to learn as we did later than not only Lahn, but Tacoma too,
had entered Montevideo after the long trip round from Talcahuano.

Most of next day, 23 November, the wind still howled through our rigging as we attempted to
anchor out of sight of land to oil from RFA Olynthus, who hovered about like an unmilked cow,
unable to come alongside in these conditions; so we weighed and searched for calme water
while Ajax kept a seaward watch right through the storm, under a sky black with dragonflies and
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butterflies wind-driven out to sea. Late that day the storm abated to leave all three ships
covered with exhausted insects which almost scared Snoopy, the tankie's cat, out of his skin,
much to the amusement of their pet monkey, who screamed with derisive laughter.

An hour before dark, having completed oiling and storing, we covered for Ajax while she did
likewise, and then moved off northward with Captain Parry under instructions to show Achilles
off Cabedelo and Bahia en route to Pernambuco, where a number of German ships were
expected to sail for Bahia to load cotton for Germany.

Steaming north at economic speed throughout the night, we put our light on an American liner
at midnight, bringing passengers on deck in their nightclothes, obviously alarmed and chattering
in excited groups while shielding their eyes from the glare before we closed the shutters without
any form of communication, carrying on into a rough dawn of heavy ram and poor visibility off
Rio Grande do Sul, which we approached to ensure being seen, so as to deter the 6000-ton
German freighters Rio Grande and Montevideo from putting to sea.

On leaving the vicinity of Rio Grande we stood away northeastward for four days wherein inter-
part sports occupied our afternoons, resulting in hockey-stick shin-bruises and deck abrasions,
black eyes from low-flying wooden chucks, and pulled muscles in the tug-of-war and free-for-all
wrestling bouts. Day by day the preliminaries whittled down divisional teams until in the dogs on
Wednesday the 29th, when the final event took place and our officer's team came out overall
victors over the Supply Branch.

By this time Achilles completed her easting to a point 200 miles west-sou-west of Trinidad
Island. Here we turned north and followed a mean course along the 30th degree of longitude
west, until latitude 07' south, when Navi altered course due west for the run in towards Cabedelo,
where signals told Captain Parry the 5000-ton German cargo vessel Sao Paolo had been
identified. We verified that she still lay in harbour, and then continued up-coast in scorching
tropical sunshine to seaward of Natal, being examined en route by five separate planes, and
later hearing an American newscast which reported us as a German pocket battleship before
eulogising in Brazilian about the efficiency of Q-Tol sun lotion, 'Una curato en ejecto quemadura
do sol'.

At 1815 off Cape San Roque, most easterly part of Brazil, at the northern limit of our patrol on 2
December, we turned through 180 degrees for our 1500-mile long trek back towards Rio, closing
in next dawn to inspect Pernambuco from the three-mile zone and noting two German ships
among the eight in port. A couple of hours later we again came under scrutiny from airborne
Brazilian binoculars while' Nav' pencilled a course for Bahia on his chart, and our band gave us
the step for marching on to the quarterdeck. We dressed by the left in Divisions at 1000, took In
some of our sin-bosun's church service, but spent most of the time gazing at a Danish
merchantman passing close to starboard.

During his after-church talk, Captain Parry said we were on our way down to Montevideo for oil
and stores, and that there were chances of spending Christmas in harbour. He didn't say in
which port, but we assumed it to be Port Stanley in the Falklands, the only British one in our
area. Twenty-four hours later we had new orders to proceed to Montevideo at 19 knots so as to
arrive at 0600 on 8 December, there to refuel immediately and await instructions; a German
raider had sunk Doric Star in eastern South Atlantic waters on 2 December.

With our long log-line dipping and tautening as it spun to the revolutions of its distant weighted
spinner blades,, mile after mile of western South Atlantic foamed astern; 5'S latitude; 10'; 15'; 20';
passing without seeing Rio de Janeiro; Santa Catarina; Porto Alegre at 30' south; Rio Grande
near 32'; slicing at night through brilliant phosphorescence which lit our waterline and wake for
anyone to see, and finally cruising across Plate Estuary's three main channels in the hope of
intercepting two German ships reportedly firing boilers to make a bid for home on Thursday
night, 7 December. True to his instructions, Captain Parry took our cruiser alongside in
Montevideo at 0505, only a few ship's lengths away from Lahn, our tormentor, which was one of
the ships expected to sail. The other one, Tacoma, also swung at anchor, as did five grey-painted
British merchantmen with poop-mounted guns below Red Dusters.
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Images of the SS Mission Purisima showing her defensive gun platform and her deck
cargo on skeleton decks, kindly provided by US Merchant Marine and is from their
website dedicated to the Mariners who died in service of their country during allWars

But that was enough about shipping for the present. Montevideo's British Patriotic Society
arrived at our wharf with convoys of buses into which Blue and White Watch piled at midday,
having been warned not to eat anything aboard, and the reason for this warning soon
materialised in the shape of the Cerviceria Restaurant, our first stop.

Bar after bar stood open in anticipation, their attendants quick to refill glasses only half-empty;
dozens of bartenders eager to outdo each other before we- went through to an expansive
dininghall where 30 waiters served. What a feast! Six different courses on spotless tablecloths
covered with silverware, crystal, champagne and other wines, and sparkling ales. We ate and
drank to dinner music from a full orchestra, listened to speeches of welcome and patriotism, sat
politely through several songs, belched while relieving ourselves in the chrome and glistening-
tiled massive convenience, then re-entered our fleet, of modern buses to be driven round the
city's sights and waterfront.

During the evening Bob Harvey, Claude Brash, and Milton Hill sat in the palatial Metro Theatre,
looking longingly at Hedy Lamarr who portrayed Girl of the Tropics; then entering a festival fun-
fair warming up for Christmas and New Year. Two hours among sideshows, dodgems, ferris-
wheels, crazy railways and high-spirited Uruguayans, taxed their stamina and their pockets,
sending them back aboard at 2am to find Achilles' guardrails strung with illuminated circuits,
precautionary not festive, while Uruguayan naval patrols paced the dockside as sentries.

There'd been a flap about 9pm when a Uruguayan taxi driver rushed up our gangway waving his
arms towards his hundred-yard distant cab, and gaggling loudly about something understood to
mean he had a naval rating in his car who had been knocked down. With typical naval alacrity,
the OOW called for a stretcher, mustered four of the duty watch, sent his gangway corporal aft to
find our Surgeon Commander, and set off with his squad at the double in splendid formation.

An empty cab! Pedro the cabman looked at the stretcher in stupefaction, and pointed to a back
wheel which was down to the hub in powdery sand. All he had wanted was a shove to get him
out. Our rescue squad got him moving and returned aboard in fits of laughter not shared by the
OOW, who was currently explaining to an unsympathetic Surgeon, who kept demanding free gins
for his night call.

Uruguayan Government authorities had given Captain Parry permission to stay for 48 hours, but
during the first day Achilles received orders to meet Ajax in a position 300 miles east of Cabo
Santa Maria on 10 December, which placed us under sailing orders for 1630 on the 9th, our
second day in Monte'.

Outside, at the limit of neutral waters, men exercised action stations in case of lurking U-boats,
made their way below to messdecks where they brought out letters received in their first New
Zealand mail since leaving Auckland and read and reread family news written in September.
Three months vanished as the faces of loved ones appeared in memory, voices materialised to
sound the words they scanned on familiarly scented paper. That night, men slept with their
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letters when messdeck lights cut, woke to the routine clangour of dawn action stations 220 miles
off shore, and went to breakfast with thoughts of home and Montevideo pigeonholed in their
library of memories.

The day being Sunday, we marched off the quarterdeck after church and Captain's lecture, now
entrusted with the information that our Force G had been ordered to assemble in more or less
the present area. We were to meet Ajax, flagship of Commodore Harwood, within the hour, to be
joined later by Exeter, who was now well on her way up from the Falkland Islands.

And before each Division dispersed, bridge signal-lamps were passing and receiving messages
between sister-ships, the first signal bearing 1040/10 as its time of despatch.

It was Saturday 2 December aboard Graf Spee, and the news of Captain Langsdorff 's intention
to return home had lifted hearts throughout his panzerschiff. That he intended taking more
motorschiff and dampfer scalps in addition to a possible feindlich kreuzer before heading for the
Fatherland, only added more enthusiasm to their dreams of a heroic welcome in Wilhelmshaven
at Christmas.

Fortune seemed to be smiling after their unsuccessful foray into the Indian Ocean and now, two
days after leaving Altmark to intercept shipping on the Cape Town-England route, their
rangefinder was picking up smoke at 32 miles. While increasing speed they catapulted the Arado
off to warn their victim to stop her engines and keep W/T silence, but the big freighter ignored
both demands and commenced transmitting on 500kc/s: RRRR RRRR RRRR RRRR, de GDPS
Doric Star 1915S 0505E Gunned by battleship = 1242.

This was followed at 1313 by a rebroadcast of Doric Star's message by Port Chalmers, who added
her own callsign GEAD. Thirty minutes later a further ship repeated the distress signal.

In the meantime Doric Star ceased transmitting, secure in the knowledge that her signal was
being repeated by other British vessels, stopped engines, and ditched all confidential
documents. Spee's boarding party lifted her covers to disclose bales of wool, accepted Captain
Stubbs' statement that his cargo was all wool, transferred the crew aboard the pocket battleship
and stood watching 8000 ton of meat, butter, and cheese go down by gunfire and torpedo.

At dawn next day, 3 December, they sank Tairoa, whose refrigerated cargo of meat included
2500 cases of turkeys and, as Captain Starr's account read in part:

The battleship closed. in on us very quickly flying the French flag, but when about two miles
distant she ran up her German ensign, gave us orders to stop engines and fired a shot across our
bows. I then told the wireless operator to send my pencilled signal: Tairoa 2138S 0313W
Attacked by German battleship Admiral Scheer. Mr Cummins sent it out until the instrument was
destroyed by gunfire. He subsequently received an MBE. Immediately our transmission started,
shells burst on the bridge, captain's cabin, officers' quarters and radio-room. A bridge wing was
destroyed, steering-gear disabled, and the port boats damaged. As soon as our transmitter
stopped, firing ceased. Five men were wounded, Leedale, Farmer and Dixon badly. There might
have been more casualties but for Langsdorffs use of small arms fire. Having searched the ship
and cleared our storerooms, they took my crew to the battleship, which then sank Tairoa.

Captain Langsdorff seemed most concerned for my wounded and visited them more than once.
He also sent for Mr Cummins and congratulated him on his bravery in transmitting until his
instrument was destroyed by gunfire. It was now known that we were aboard Graf Spee, who had
a dummy funnel made of canvas abaft the real funnel, and a dummy turret forward. These were
taken down three days later when Altmark was met and the crews of Doric Star and Tairoa
transferred. Graf Spee's intelligence staff was composed of officers very competent in breaking
many of Admiralty's coded messages, and this kept Lansdorff informed of search-group
movements; in addition, data was sent from Germany, including on 4 December the High
Command's estimated disposition of enemy warships about the South Atlantic:
South American Coast: (Rio to Plate) Ajax, Achilles, Exeter, Cumberland
West Africa: Renown, Provence, Bretagne
(Dakar to Freetown) Ark Royal, Hermes, Albatross, 3 heavy cruisers, I light cruiser
Several destroyers and submarines
South Africa: Shropshire, Sussex
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On 9 December Langsdorff learned that Achilles was reported still in Montevideo, that Highland
Monarch left there on 5 December, and Andalusia Star from Buenos Aires on 8 December. 'If
travelling north-east, they could be in our vicinity,' the pocket-battleship captain surmised.

Prior to these last informations, Graf Spee sailed westward after refuelling from Altmark until the
early evening of Thursday 7 December, when she closed to within two miles of the British 4,000
ton cargo vessel Streonshalh before being recognised as German. Under threat of gunfire this
ship stopped engines, obeyed orders not to transmit, had her crew removed and was sunk by
Graf Spee's 4" A/A guns.

On 10 December Langsdorff carried on towards the Plate with High Command information that
four British ships were preparing to sail in convoy from Montevideo, protected only by an
auxiliary cruiser. just the thing for a grand finale! He had already sunk more than 50,000 tons of
Allied commerce and if this convoy's 30,000 tons could be added he would exceed Emden's
record tonnage in the First World War.

Zigzagging along the Allied 'secret' route from Montevideo to their conyoy-assembly point at
Freetown, which he had just found among documents taken from Streonshalh, Langsdorff
ordered extra attention to lookout duties but passed through 11 and 12 December without
sighting further shipping. To cap it all, after a fruitless search on Monday morning the 11th, the
Arado cracked its last motor beyond repair and now sat on its catapult as a useless ornament
awaiting dockyard attention. Graf Spee would patrol across the outskirts of Plate Estuary all
night and, if nothing was sighted on the 13th, Langsdorff intended to move back into the South
Atlantic, trying shipping lanes leading from the Gulf of-Lagos. They cruised quietly into the night
of the 12th, a still night heavy with stars.

Next Week Chapter 9 Rendezvous with Graf Spee


